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Dear Parents,
I hope you are all enjoying a wonderful Half  Term break after what has 
been an extremely busy start to the Summer term. It has been an action-
packed six weeks, wonderful to have some great weather and to have had 
a term without any cases of  covid and also great to feel that school life has 
been slipping back into a more relaxed and ‘normal’ routine. The school 
has been together for assemblies and all sorts of  community events, we 
have enjoyed concerts, plays, school trips, a great number of  sporting 
fixtures and it has been wonderful to be getting parents back in and fully 
involved in the life of  the school once again. 

Life beyond the ‘Abberley Bubble’ is turbulent with political uncertainty, 
the ongoing war in Ukraine and financial difficulties for many. However, our 
priority is to continue to do what we do so well… educating our children in 
the broadest possible sense to ensure that they develop in the classroom, 
on the sports fields, in a wide variety of  extra-curricular areas and, most 
importantly of  all, that they continue to grow as people, developing their 
characters safe in the knowledge that they are well-known as individuals, 
valued and that their wellbeing remains our top priority.  

The calendar for the second half  of  term is incredibly full and the children 
will be very busy! Common Entrance exams start immediately after Half  
Term and children in Years 6 and 7 will also have end of  year exams. 

Extra-Curricular Week will follow soon after with exciting trips and projects, 
we have a Summer Fete to look forward to, the Top Year have an exciting 
Leavers’ Programme planned and end of  year events such as Sports 
Day and Speech Day will be upon us before we know it! I have added a 
reminder of  some key events towards the end of  this newsletter but the 
list is far from exhaustive. Please do look carefully at the school calendar 
by clicking here. We will write to you as the weeks unfold with reminders 
about key events and further details where necessary. 

I hope you all have a wonderful Jubilee Weekend. I look forward to seeing 
our full boarders return on the evening of  Sunday 5th June and to seeing all 
other pupils on the morning of  Monday 6th June for what, I know, will be a 
brilliant second half  of  term. 

Best wishes

https://www.abberleyhall.co.uk/parent-zone/calendar.html
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Academic Life 

Exams
We have exams after Half  Term. We wrote to parents in the Prep School 
a couple of  weeks ago to make sure you understand our approach 
to assessment. We are careful to remember that ongoing informal 
assessment is key to ensuring that teachers are aware of  pupils’ 
progress and that they can adapt their teaching accordingly. Formal 
exams are an important part of  the education our pupils receive as 
well. We do not want to overdo these and we are careful to ensure that 
children are not put under unnecessary stress but they do need to get 
used to formal exams in their senior years. Our graduated approach 
to exams is summarised below: 

Year 8 are examined in each academic subject. They have mock 
exams in the Autumn and Lent terms and they do Common Entrance 
in the Summer Term. A number of  our senior pupils also sit academic 
scholarship papers and these take place at various points during the 
year, depending on the school. Year 8 children will be provided with the 
relevant revision materials over the Christmas and Easter holidays and 
May Half  Term will also be an important opportunity for final revision.  

Year 7 are given assessments during their lessons at various points 
during the Autumn and Spring terms. They are examined more 
formally in all academic subjects in the Summer term only. They will be 
expected to spend some time preparing for the Summer exams but 
they will be given careful guidance by their teachers and much of  the 
preparation will be done during the lessons leading up to the exam. 
Exams will be immediately after Half  Term. We do not expect huge 
amounts of  revision at home. 

Year 6 are given ongoing assessments during their lessons to monitor 
their learning and they will be examined more formally in all academic 
subjects in the Summer term only. They will not be expected to revise 
outside of  school time although prep during the lead-in to exams may 
be to revise. They will be carefully prepared for the exams in lessons 
and we will do everything we can to ensure that these exams are not 
a stressful experience. As much as anything, we want our children at 
this age to gently get used to the idea of  doing exams. Exams will be 
immediately after Half  Term.

Years 3 to 5 will not be formally examined but will continue with their 
rigorous class teaching and ongoing informal assessments in their 
various subjects as usual. 

Scholarships
Well done to all of  our Year 8 pupils who have been awarded 
scholarships to their senior schools. This is a fantastic achievement!

Eesah Arif –  
Arnold Foundation  
Award to Rugby  

Kitty Bartholomew –  
Sports Scholarship to 
Cheltenham and also  
to Malvern 

Archie Besley –  
Drama Exhibition to Malvern

Henry Hankin – Sport 
Scholarship to Cheltenham 

Jacob Hawthorne –  
Art Exhibition to Malvern 

John Heatley – Michael Palin 
‘All-Rounder’ to Shrewsbury, 
Academic Scholarship to 
Shrewsbury and Academic 
Exhibition to Malvern

Neeko Hewson –  
Sports Exhibition to Malvern 

Wilf Richardson –  
Sports Exhibition to Malvern 

The Magic Clock Tower

We are very proud of  one of  our 
senior pupils, Neeko Hewson, who 
has just had her first book published 
and is using this as an opportunity to 

raise money for NHS CHARITIES TOGETHER to support NHS staff  
and mental health projects.

Please do have a look at her website…

Galaxy Publishing | Books by Neeko (galaxy-publishing.com)

Every pupil was sent home for Half  Term with a copy of  the book 
and we would be extremely grateful if  you would donate generously 
through Neeko’s Just Giving Page, which supports this great charity. 

Just Giving Page: https://bit.ly/3LdKJa0

If  you would like to order more copies of  the book then you can do this 
through Amazon by clicking here.

The Pre-Prep

Nursery 1 have made the most of  the dry sunny weather. During 
Outdoor Exploring the children have taken their babies, teddies, and 
dinosaurs for walks around the school grounds, have made ‘Musical 
Nature’ and played a game called ‘What’s in your circle?’

Our topic is ‘Under the Sea’, the classroom is looking very colourful 
with lots of  fish, jellyfish and a huge octopus, the children have even 
enjoyed a trip in a big yellow submarine. In mathematics we have 
focused on learning shapes, with lots of  cutting, sticking and colouring 
activities and there the children have been introduced to Numicon.

The excitement is building for the Queen’s Jubilee and the classroom 
is looking very patriotic with red, white and blue handprints, crowns, 
flags and bunting. The children are getting their training in for our 
Sports Day races and they are doing so with lots of  energy and 
enthusiasm. 

Nursery 2 children have made a booklet with information about 
lifeboats, lighthouses, lifejackets, beach huts and harbours. They have 
been buying food and drink from our ‘Beach Café’ using their 10 coins 
and have taken these purchases to eat in our classroom beach huts. 
We have completed lots of  fun activities using Numicon and practised 
repeating patterns using an assortment of  resources. To celebrate the 
Jubilee we have painted and decorated crowns and soldiers for our 
display, coloured in pictures of  Corgi dogs and Buckingham Palace 
and learnt some fascinating facts about our Queen.

Courage
We try to be brave. We persevere, we are resilient and we don’t 
give up when things are difficult. We stand up for what we believe 
is right and for those who need our support. We are loyal and 
truthful.        

Respect
We are polite and fair to all. We respect property, ourselves and 
the world around us. We respect others and we celebrate our 
differences.       

Integrity
We believe that integrity is when we do what we know to be right, 
even when it is difficult and when no one is looking. If  we act with 
integrity then we build trust. We reflect on the way we live our lives 
and we say sorry when we get things wrong.

Collaboration
We can achieve so much more together, when we value our 
differences and use each other’s strengths. We are inclusive, we 
listen to others and we are patient.    

Kindness 
We are gentle, forgiving and we think about the feelings of  others. 
Acts of  kindness spread and lead to other acts of  kindness, like 
ripples on a pond. If  we are kind then we will all feel happier and 
help to make our world a better place.  

Ambition
We aspire to be the best that we can be. We believe that we are 
capable of  achieving amazing things, we set high standards for 
ourselves and for others and we strive to achieve our full potential.     

Adventure
Life is an exciting adventure. We want to explore our world and 
ourselves and to discover as much as we can about both. We 
have a zest for life, we are hopeful, we have curiosity and we 
celebrate creativity. We live our lives with joy and we are grateful 
for what we have.     

‘The Abberley Spirit’ 

People often refer to ‘The Abberley Spirit’ and we have identified the 
values that we believe make our school community so special. We 
have decided on our definitions, which you can see below and we will 
be working hard to make sure that these are woven through the fabric 
of all that we do here at Abberley Hall. We are having posters made 
up to go around the school and remind ourselves of what our core 
values are and we will be striving to ensure that they are modelled by 
staff around the school in the way we live our lives, interact with the 
children and with one another. We need parents to help us please by 
reinforcing these values at home.  

Academic Life 

There is so much going on at Abberley with our jam-packed extra-
curricular offering. However, we are careful to remember that the 
academic life of the school is absolutely central. The children have 
worked hard this term and, without the disruption of covid, they have 
made superb progress in all year groups. It has been wonderful to 
see educational trips and visits back on the agenda. Year 5 enjoyed 
a History trip to Wigmore and Croft Castles. Year 4 had their first 
experience of a Maths Challenge at Wrekin College and Years 7 and 
8 enjoyed the experience of seeing Private Peaceful at the Theatre 
in Malvern, having read the book in class. We’ve enjoyed welcoming 
our EAL short stay pupils, who have enjoyed the teaching they have 
experienced and making friends with our Abberley students. Children 
have been busy with their French and Spanish oral assessments in 
Years 7 and 8. Alex Young, Head of Modern Languages at Malvern 
College, visited Abberley for a German Taster with Year 7. Pupils in 
Years 4 to 7 have all now completed their Progress Tests in Science, 
English and Maths, which will provide a lot of data for teachers to 
analyse and which will inform their lesson planning. 

http://galaxy-publishing.com
https://bit.ly/3LdKJa0
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Abberley-Hall-Magical-Clock-Tower/dp/1739680103
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The Pre-Prep

A fabulous time has been had in Forest School and activities have 
included threading flowers into a cardboard vase, making flower 
kebabs, measuring and ordering sticks and children have been 
introduced to whittling. Every child has made considerable progress 
with their swimming and in cooking we have baked chocolate cookies, 
egg and dairy-free cakes, Viennese biscuits and Jubilee themed 
cupcakes. 

Reception children have been learning about growing this half  term. 
They discovered bluebells growing in the woods and created beautiful 
artwork. They planted sunflowers and have grown cress, exploring the 
conditions necessary for plants to grow. They have used their sound 
and word knowledge to write instructions for others to use, explaining 
how to grow cress and have been busy in the role play garden centre!

Children in Year 1 have been finding out about Charles Darwin. Armed 
with their notepads, pencils and magnifying glasses, they became 
Darwin explorers and enjoyed investigating and recording information 
about plant life in the school grounds. 

They have planted a variety of  different seeds, including a bean in 
a jar and have been fascinated to watch each stage of  its growth 
and used their measuring skills to record the height of  the beanstalk. 
In Art, we have been studying Vincent Van Gogh and children have 
worked enthusiastically to produce their own sunflower paintings in 
his style.

Year 2 pupils have had a busy and productive half  term with their 
topic Health and Growth. They have had visits from Mrs Dobson-
Morris and her baby Beatrice to learn about what babies need and 
Emily’s mummy, Dr Sara came in to show them the exciting contents 
of  her doctor’s bag. Class 2 also visited the school surgery to find 
out how Miss Mackay, our School Nurse, cares for us at school. They 
have been learning about healthy food and have prepared tasty Greek 
Salad to take home too.

Boarding

It has been wonderful to get back to Summer BBQ season! The 
children have had a fantastic time on Wednesday evenings out on the 
Summer House lawn, playing a variety of  summer games such boules 
and croquet and having some well-deserved free time while listening 
to music, eating burgers, hot dogs and Ice Creams. This is what being 
a boarder is all about!

Our weekends have been fun-filled this half  of  term too. We have 
enjoyed a St George’s Themed Night with stocks and wrecking ball 
fun, a trip to the Habberley Trail (well worth a visit with your family!), Go-
Ape in the Wyre Forest, Pizza Night and topped off  with Shoting4Fun 
Laser Tag in the School Woods. The fun doesn’t stop there though and 
on the weekends after Half  Term we look forward to a Tropical Summer 
Party (horrible Hawaiian Shirts encouraged!) followed by Inflatable 
Fun and then a trip to Worcester on the final Sunday of  term. As ever, 
all of  our weekends are open to everyone in the Prep School so please 
have a look at the calendar and feel free to get involved. Please email 
Mr Dunham on toby.dunham@abberleyhall.co.uk if  you would like to 
sign up for any boarding at Abberley.

NOTICE:
On Monday 20th June the Boarding House is open for a THE BIG 
PALACE SLEEPOVER! We encourage all pupils in The Palace to 
come along and have an evening of  fun, followed by a sleepover in 
the Boarding House. Lined up for the evening is a BBQ tea, a disco 
in Yates’ Theatre and a cheeky trip to the tuck shop. We would love all 
Year 3 and 4 pupils to stay over and join us for this wonderful evening 
and to see what being a boarder at Abberley is all about! 

Sport

What a fantastic six weeks of  cricket we have had! We have been 
incredibly lucky with the weather and all of  the pupils have been 
involved in exciting home and away fixtures. It has been wonderful to 
watch the children progress; cricket has always been a favourite of  
Abberley children and break times and free time are always filled with 
the sounds of  courtyard cricket and practice in the nets.

After Half  Term there are many other school events happening but 
there are a few fixtures left in the calendar. We are looking forward 
to hosting our annual girls’ cricket festival and the younger pupils in 
particular have opportunities remaining to play against other schools. 
We will also play some patrol cricket matches on the Saturdays we 
have left, so it would be excellent to have the children staying in on 
Saturday afternoons please! 

We have also had much excitement on the athletics track. We hosted 
our friendly athletics competition at Stourport Athletics Club with local 
schools and it proved to be a wonderful opportunity for athletes to try 
to qualify for the Mercia Athletics competition, which many did! 

We were immensely proud of  our clay pigeon shooting teams this 
term.  Our U11 Shooting team not only won the West London Shooting 
School competition but also came third in the highly competitive IAPS 
competition. Bertie won the Top Shot for the U11 individual event and 
Josh came 4th! Our U13 team came 3rd equal in the IAPS competition. 
With clay pigeon shooting only having started at Abberley a little over 
a year ago, these children have done remarkably well!

Please keep an eye on the school calendar for the remaining sporting 
events this term... and please keep your fingers crossed for lots  
of  sunshine! 

Music

It has certainly been a very busy time in the Music Department and 
the big focus has been on preparing for our Prom In The Park, to 
celebrate the Platinum Jubilee. There is no doubting that the weather 
could have been better. Think GALE FORCE winds and TORRENTIAL 
rain. Also think about our wonderful British spirit of  not letting a little 
bit of  rain getting in our way. Fine, there may have been a couple of  
electric shocks and a slightly wet keyboard, which is taking its time 
to recover, but what a great evening and what a spectacle! All of  the 
Prep School children performed with their rousing group songs, as 
well as our instrumental and choral ensembles and some fabulous 
audience participation. Well done to each and every child in the Prep 
School. The Pre-Prep will be following with a Mini–Prom In The Park at 
the end of  term so there is still lots to look forward to!

mailto:toby.dunham%40abberleyhall.co.uk?subject=
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Music

Exam Results
Congratulations to the following children who have taken Music Exams 
recently and good luck to those taking their exams on Thursday  
 16th June:

Ava Aspinall Grade 2 Singing Pass

Sholto Ferrier Grade 2 Singing Distinction

Lily Richardson Grade 3 Singing Merit

Bella Shutts Grade 2 Singing Pass

Nell Thorp Grade 1 Drum Kit Pass

Drama 

After Half  Term, the Year 5s and 6s have just two weeks before they 
perform ‘Treachery at Traitor’s Quay’, a musical about children who 
have been evacuated from war-torn London to what they expect to 
be a quiet seaside town; however, they soon discover that there is 
an important mystery to be solved! Fingers crossed that the weather 
will be kind as we hope to perform this play outside by the Summer 
House so parents will need to bring chairs and picnic blankets. The 
performance will be at 11am on Friday 17th June, just before our Exeat 
Weekend. Mrs Eynon will be in touch with a few costume requests. 

In LAMDA, the pupils have enjoyed learning new pieces and many 
of  them performed in our two Performing Arts Showcases this half  of  
term. Since then, we have been having a tongue-twister competition, 
where pupils have written their own tongue-twisters and prizes will 
be awarded in each section at the end of  term, hopefully with a 
performance from some of  the finalists! 

The Palace Play ‘Pirates versus Mermaids’
On Thursday 26th June, we were treated to a Piratical Extravaganza 
‘Pirates versus Mermaids’ put on by The Palace children. This was a 
real treat with swashbuckling songs and dances and some star acting 
turns including Henry as ‘Captain Scareypants’ the terror of  the seas 
(who happens to be afraid of  the water) and his rather chatty and “not 
annoying at all” parrot played by Barney. 

Drama continued...

The pirates and the mermaids looked wonderful (thank you to all 
the parents who had really gone to town with the costumes) and the 
children got so stuck-in to their characters that at times they needed 
reminding in the lessons following rehearsals that they had to ‘de-
pirate’! As always, Mrs Eynon and Mr Dunham put a huge amount into 
preparing the play. A huge thank you to them and to the children for 
all their hard work and for helping to ensure that the production was 
a triumph!

Art

The Art Room has been extremely busy this term with Year 8 working 
hard to complete their independent projects ready for their end of  
term Art and DT Exhibition.  This year, the exhibition will be held in the 
Pavilion and will be open for everybody to enjoy in the last few weeks 
of  term, including during the Fete, so please do come and visit. 

The Palace are excited to be taking 
part in the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee 
Abberley Art Exhibition with Year 3 
creating portraits of  the Queen and 
her corgis riding in her carriage and 
some of  the Year 4 children completing 
super portraits of  the Queen looking 
magnificent with her crown and jewels.  
These will be part of  the Jubilee display 
at St Mary’s Church, Abberley on Sunday 
5th June from 12.00pm – 4.00pm. 

The Ceramics Room is also bustling with activity with lots of  projects 
on the go.  The Saturday Discover senior art group have made slab 
vessels which promise to be fabulous once glazed.  All we need to 
work out now is how the French students can get them back to France 
in one piece!

The Saturday Discover Programme 

This half  of  term we have been able to make the most of  our fantastic 
grounds because of  the weather! Mr Besley’s fishing activity has 
been a big hit, with some rather large fish being caught. This term 
also saw the introduction of  a new Discover activity - golf. The group 
has steadily grown and we hope to explore further opportunities in 
the future. Mr Bedford has been taking a group of  budding sailors 
to Aztec water park every week, and the children have consistently 
returned with big smiles and on occasion a little wet... These are all 
in addition to the broad and fantastic range of  enrichment activities 
within the indoor and outdoor classrooms available at Abberley, 
from First Aid and Gardening to Art, Chicken Keeping and Mountain 
Biking. The same activities will continue after Half  Term and we will be 
awarding our first set of  Discover Awards at the end of  term!

Outdoor Ed

We have greeted the higher sun and lengthened days with a flurry of  
activity; children have sprinted out of  classrooms and changed quickly 
into overalls and boots to play, build, weave, start-fires and grow 
vegetables. The irrepressible return of  life in the natural world has 
inspired and captivated; it has infiltrated deep into our souls. Spring 
has energised our groups and our sessions have been awesome!

Groups in the woods have been making saw-horses, building A-frame 
shelters and sawing up chunks of  wood for the log store that the 
children built last Autumn. The nearby willow plantation has now been 
harvested and the new rods are already well on their way to achieving 
2m+ of  growth.  The older children have been making cordage and 
inks from daffodils under the tutelage of  Miss Cook and Mrs Symons. 
Younger ones have been planting strawberries and squashes into 
the veggie patch behind the stables. Hard lessons about rabbits and 
muntjac deer have been learnt and evening groups have built a new 
fence and two gates. More defined paths and beds have allowed 
groups to plant and weed successfully. Beans, sweetcorn, beetroot, 
chard and courgettes are in the ground now.

The Jubillee wood saplings are looking good, but we will have 
to spread woodchips around the base of  each tree to suppress 
competition. Mountain biking is back on Saturday mornings and we 
have a brilliant group enjoying the traffic-free and varied trail network 
that criss-crosses our campus. Wild cooking has also been popular 
with bread, rhubarb jam, wild garlic pancakes, asparagus and nettle 
fritters featuring so far.  We are also looking forward to our residential 
camping trips to The Great Escape Company in South Shropshire. 
There will be lots of  fun involving bushcraft, raft-building, low-ropes 
course, orienteering, problem solving and more. This will be an 
incredible experience for our children. For a taste of  what their time 
will be like, please see a brief  video by clicking here. Please do look 
out for the kit list and consent forms.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfQqF0TSw3g
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Charity 

Our big charity event this half  of  term was the Fun Run on 7th May 
and it really was fun! There was a lovely atmosphere as everyone 
picnicked in their fancy dress costumes; we had dinosaurs sitting 
with fairies and telletubbies sharing their sandwiches with human 
traffic lights and Hawaiian donkeys! The sun shone, Mr Dunham had 
music pumping out to get everyone in the mood and the sense of  
anticipation mounted… The run started with a fancy dress parade 
in which everyone showed off  their costumes and Mr Besley, Mr 
Richardson and  Mr B-T had the difficult task of  judging the winners. 
This was followed by a very energetic, creative and amusing warm up 
led by Messrs Smith and Myers in pink tutus brandishing pompoms. 
Then they were off! The run took in the whole of  the grounds and 
was quite challenging in fancy dress! There was a lovely atmosphere 
with families and friends running together and lots of  support from 
spectators. There were winners for each section, these were Jack 
Edwards, Jonathan Eynon and Archie Besley. Wilf  Brocklehurst, who 
had been Abberley Head boy 3 years ago, won the over 13 category, 
narrowly beating Mr Criddle. Much to her own astonishment and 
that of  Mr Besley, Mrs Besley somehow managed to win the ladies’ 
category and was presented with her medal by Mr Besley - a marital 
first! Jonathan Eynon was the first recipient of  The Fun Run Cup for 
over 20 years! 

This really was a fabulous occasion and made lots of  money for SARA 
and UNHCR as well as being a great event to bring the Abberley 
community together.

Another charity event this half  of  term was the Triathlon at Clifton 
College in aid of  Restless Development and our own school charities. 
We had teams from Years 6 and 7 entering who raised money 
themselves, organised their teams and did incredibly well at the event. 
Very well done indeed to those involved.

The Summer Fete

We are getting very excited about our Summer Fete on Saturday 
25th June at 2pm in aid of  SARA and UNHCR and plans are 
afoot to make sure that this is a really special occasion. We are 
inviting local businesses to come along and already have some 
fabulous stalls lined up. If  you are interested in having a stall or 
know someone who might be then please contact Mrs Besley on  
tessa.besley@abberleyhall.co.uk. In addition to ‘grown up’ stalls 
there will be an array of  pupil-led stalls and our four patrol groups 
are in the process of  planning these. Ideas range from ‘guess the 
number of  sweets in the jar’ to ‘soak the teacher’ and ‘bowl out the 
gap student’! 

There are various other exciting plans for the afternoon including a 
grand parade and the opening of  our new Jubilee Garden.

 The event will begin at 2pm. The children will have had lunch but there 
will be food stalls available for anyone who is peckish!

Our wonderful parent-led fete committee have various plans for stalls 
and would very much appreciate donations for the following:

 » Cakes for the cake stall

 » Bottles for the bottle tombola (anything from washing up liquid to 
champagne!)

 » Preloved toys and games in good condition

Toys, games and bottles can be dropped off  at the School Office 
anytime. Cakes can be left at the office in the run up to the event.

 We would also very much appreciate the loan of  any leftover bunting 
or decorations you might have from Jubilee celebrations and any rugs/
blankets/gazebos that you might have so that we can make the fete 
look as beautiful as possible with plenty of  sitting areas.

There will be further information nearer the time regarding the finer 
details but in the meantime, thank you for your support with this, it 
should be a great event. Fingers crossed for sunshine!

Chapel

We have had some lovely Chapel services this term. We welcomed 
Rev Ibbotson, Chaplain of  Malvern College, at the start of  term who 
spoke about the Resurrection and new starts, Mr Besley spoke to 
Years 3, 4 and 5 about Eric Liddell and lessons from his life before 
the Fun Run. Listening to the rousing notes of  ‘Chariots of  Fire’ was 
very inspiring!  We had a very entertaining talk by Mr Keith Metcalf, 
Head of  Malvern College, about collaboration in which blindfolded 
pupils had to feed one another various messy foods! Our last service 
this half  of  term included an inspiring talk by Mr Gareth Doodes from 
King’s School, Worcester. The Junior and Chapel Choirs both sang 
beautifully at each service. Particularly memorable was hearing the 
Chapel Choir perform the new anthem for the Platinum Jubilee, In Our 
Service by Thomas Hewitt-Jones. We think Her Majesty would have 
loved it!

We are very keen to get parents back in to Chapel on Saturdays so 
please do come along if  and when you can! 

Dates for the Diary 

Monday 6th

Start of  2nd half  of  term

Common Entrance and School Exams 

Monday 13th Year 8 depart for outdoor challenge in Wales.  

Thursday 16th Year 4 Camping in the Woods

Friday 17th

Year 5 and 6 Production ‘Treachery at 
Traitor’s Quay’

Exeat Weekend 

Sunday 19th Year 8 depart for Polzeath 

Monday 20th

Extra-Curricular Week 

The Palace Sleepover

Years 5, 6 and 7 trips to The Great Escape. 

Saturday 25th Summer Fete 

Tuesday 28th Junior Sports Day (years 3 and 4) 

Wednesday 29th Senior Sports Day (years 5 to 8)

Friday 1st July
Pre-Prep Summer Concert, Prize-Giving, 
Sports Day and End of  Term

Saturday 2nd July
Leavers’ Service, Speech Day, Picnics, 
Parents v Pupils sports and End of  Term 

mailto:tessa.besley%40abberleyhall.co.uk?subject=
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Instagram

Follow us on instagram to keep up to date with news and events: @abberleyhallprep

Also follow us on 

What a beautiful start to the Summer Term 
here at Abberley! 💐🌸

Year 6 boys took on the Clifton College 
Triathlon in aid of  Restless Development

Classes 1 and 2 picked wild garlic and 
baked garlic bread over an open fire

 Scarlett, Olivia, Eleni and Amor took  
on the Clifton College triathlon

It’s so lovely to have the ponies back  
in school for riding lessons again

Our Eco committee discuss how we can 
become even more environmentally friendly

Students competed in the year 4 Maths 
Challenge. We came 4th overall

What a wonderful evening  
topped off  with a rainbow

The boarders enjoyed laser tag in  
the woods with shooting4fun
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